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Introduction
This Activity Resource Pack was produced for the Industrial Treescapes YAC Volunteer Weekend
which was held at the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site in October 2014. It forms one of two
resource packs produced for the occasion, the other being ‘Are Trees Archaeology?’ which explores
the archaeological potential of woodland. Both of these resource packs are intended to complement
each other and activities from each could and should be used in conjunction with the other.
Whilst ‘Are Trees Archaeology?’ examines the archaeological potential of woodland, ‘Industry &
Woodlands’ explores where and how the product of woodland, principally wood, has been utilised in
the past in historic industry. The two sessions outlined here reflect the clear distinction between the
two different types of wood utilised by historic industry:




Timber from mature trees, including oak, which were used extensively in constructing
industrial buildings, for mining in the form of pit props, and for transport in the form of
bridges, railways and ships
Smaller coppice wood, usually hazel, oak, beech, ash or hornbeam, which were used for
burning charcoal, the key fuel used in the iron industry until the mid 18th century.

Further relevant resources and information for YAC Branches include:
http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/
http://new.archaeologyuk.org/campaign-for-ancient-woodlands
http://www.forestry.gov.uk
charcoal.seandalaiocht.com
http://industrial-archaeology.org/
http://www.highweald.org
www.lakedistrict.gov.uk/learning
http://www.nhbs.com/title/161594/the-woodland-heritage-manual
http://smallwoods.org.uk/
www.ironbridge.org.uk
http://www.severngorge.org.uk/

Session 1:
Charcoal- Not Just for the Barbecue!

The purpose of this session is to introduce the group to charcoal as an industrial fuel, its
importance in historic industry, how it was made, how it was used, and the people who made it.

ACTIVITY 1: COAL FROM A TREE?
Activity Type: Introductory Talk
Time length: 10 minutes
What materials will they need?
None
What to do...
Start the session by asking the group to sit in a circle on the floor. Ask the group questions such as:





What is charcoal?
How is it made?
What is it used for now?
What was it used for in the past?

Then introduce the topic with the following:
Charcoal is a carbon containing material made by heating wood in the absence of air. The craft of
charcoal burning is a very ancient one. It is believed to have been practiced as early as 4,000 BC in
central Africa and the methods used have changed very little until recently with the introduction of
metal kilns. Traditionally charcoal was produced in earth kilns called a clamp, which was essentially a
pile of wooden logs leaning against a chimney (usually logs placed in a circle), this was then covered
with soil and straw or leaves which allow no air to enter. The clamp was lit by introducing some
burning fuel into the chimney. The logs burn very slowly, often for up to five days, when it is opened
up and the charcoal raked out.
The logs used to produce charcoal were normally from managed woodland called a coppice.
Coppicing is when the stem of the tree is cut at ground level to encourage the growth of multiple
stems from the base. These stems, which are known as poles, are then cut every 10 to 15 years and
are used to create charcoal.

Charcoal was such an important fuel used in early industry, particularly when used for producing
iron. It was ideal for producing iron as it burned at a much higher temperature than wood- high
temperatures of up to 1200°C were needed to produce iron, and it didn’t make the iron brittle like
coal did. It wasn’t until 1709, when Abraham Darby discovered that coke, which was essentially
baked coal, could be used to produce iron that charcoal was used less and less for iron production.
In addition to being used to produce iron charcoal was also used as a fuel for burning lime and for
making gunpowder.

How to coppice a tree…

1
1.
2.
3.
4.

2

3

A tree before coppicing
Cut tree close to the base in winter
In the following spring shoots rapidly regrow from the ‘stool’
10 to 15 years later the coppiced tree is ready to harvest

(image adapted from www.treesurgeryoldham.co.uk)
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ACTIVITY 2: LET’S MAKE SOME CHARCOAL
Activity Type: Experimental Archaeology (only to be attempted in controlled conditions- with
activity leaders experienced in working with fire. It is recommended that you start your session with
this activity as described in ‘Stop and Think’ below).
Time length: 1 to 1.5 hours (depending on the size of box and amount/type of wood used)
What materials will they need?









1 chocolate or biscuit tin (please note that this can be any shape or size but must be metal
not plastic!)
Dry sticks/thin logs (shop bought kindling or dry cut ash is perfect for this)- these must be
pre-cut to just shorter than the height of the tin
Enough dry wood and paper to make a fire that will last for up to an hour- use firelighters if
needed
Fire tongs
Flame retardant gloves
Dowel /sticks
Barrier tape
Fire extinguisher

What to do...
1. Pre-drill five holes in the lid of the tin (one in each quarter and one in the centre)
2. Select an appropriate area to situate the fire
3. Barrier off a safe buffer area surrounding the fire with barrier tape or similar
4. Prepare and light the fire (a chiminea would be an excellent and safer alternative)
5. Stand the sticks/logs on end in the box and pack tightly
6. Put the lid on the tin and carefully place it on the fire
7. After a few minutes steam and smoke should start to come out of the holes (time dependant
on the type and size of wood used and the moisture content)
8. After a while the steam and smoke should turn to gas which will flame (time dependant on
the amount, type and size of wood used and the moisture content)

9. After the flame has gone the charcoal is ready – the amount of time will depend on the type
and amount of wood used

10. Carefully take the tin off the fire using the flame retardant gloves and tongs

11. Carefully plug the holes in the lid with sticks so that no air gets into the charcoal as it is
burning
12. Let the tin and its contents cool- open the tin to reveal some lovely homemade charcoal

Stop and Think!






Please carry out a detailed risk assessment for this activity
Please only attempt this activity if you have experience in lighting and putting out fires
Make sure that the YACs are at a safe distance and are supervised by enough adults- perhaps
invite their parents to take part
Select a suitable location to carry out this activity- dry woodland in the summer would not be a
good idea! Neither would indoors!
Perhaps start the session with the responsible adult adding the tin to the fire, run the rest of the
session nearby (don’t let the fire untended) and then return at the end of the session for the
grand reveal

If you fancy some experimental archaeology and you have the time and patience to make your own
charcoal kiln you can follow the instructions given at charcoal.seandalaiocht.com

ACTIVITY 3: YAC CHARCOAL KILN
This activity introduces the group to the concept and practicalities of charcoal preparation and
burning. In order to provide some context it is recommended that ‘The Young Yellow Belly’ is read
out by a Branch Assistant or one of the older members of the group. Alternatively print copies of this
out and ask the group to read it themselves.
Activity Type: Experiential Archaeology
Time length: 45 minutes
What materials will they need?
A group of willing young archaeologists! Scale up or down or divide the group as required.
What to do?
1. Find a flat area which is approximately 5m in diameter- make sure that there are no rabbit
holes or trees in the way! (Alternatively do this indoors)
2. Explain to the group about the difficulty of finding archaeological evidence of old charcoal
hearths
3. Tell them that they are going to recreate a charcoal kiln using their bodies
4. Choose 3 young archaeologists to be the central chimney. Ask them to stand in the middle
with their arms around each other’s shoulders
5. Ask 5 kids to kneel at the bottom of the chimney with their arms up towards the chimneythese are the first pieces of stacked wood
6. Ask 8 children to stand in a circle around the chimney and wood. Ask them to step one pace
back and lean in with their arms above their heads to make a dome shape
7. The kiln is complete- remind the kids that the charcoal burner would now cover the stack
with leaf litter and soil. Then he would add embers from a scrap wood fire
8. Ask the kiln to make a crackle and hiss sound of the wood catching fire and then the puffing
sounds of the smoke rising
9. The charcoal burner will then block off the chimney-ask the middle children to tuck in their
heads
10. As the wood burns, ask the children to slowly sink down towards the ground until everyone
is kneeling. Then ask the branch assistants to pretend to pour the water in and the young
archaeologists to make the hissing sounds of the cold water on the hot embers
11. When the charcoal has cooled- the hissing has stopped- ask the branch assistants to pretend
to rake out the charcoal and kids should spread out on the ground making raking and
scraping sounds as the branch assistants move between them
Stop and Think!
If you plan to run this activity outside please make sure that the area is
nice and flat and doesn’t have any hidden dangers such as rabbit holes or
ants nests. Also make sure that the activity won’t destroy or damage any
habitats, flowers or fungi.

The Young Yellow Belly
“My name is Jack and I am 12 years old. I
am the eldest son of Tom, the charcoal
burner in Brede High Woods. I have lived
here all my life with my parents and
younger sisters. Now that I am old enough
my father is teaching me how to make
charcoal, just like his father taught him
when he was young. It is hard work, a
man’s work, much more tiring than
collecting and chopping wood for the
cooking fire for my mother.
In the winter months, when the tree sap is
low, we cut the trees. We must cut them
close to the ground so that they can grow
back. We only cut each tree once every 10
to 15 years so that we always have a
supply of wood. Father says that this is
called coppicing. Grandfather tells us
stories of before, when the men cut down
too many trees. The people were worried
about there being no wood left to make
charcoal or furniture or to build buildings
or ships, and no acorns to feed the pigs
on! I’m glad people decided to coppice as
the woods would not be the same without
the trees and there would be no place for
us to work or live.

When the wood is cut and split into
lengths, it is stacked to dry for at least half
a year. The burning takes place in the
summer time. When the wood is dried,
we stack it to make a chimney, then the
rest of the wood is carefully stacked close
together in layers round the chimney to
make a mound shaped kiln. It must be
stacked stably so that it doesn’t collapse
as it burns. Then we cover the mound
with litter from trees or bracken or grass,
and then fine earth is spread evenly over
the top leaving the bottom clear for the
air to get in. Then we make a small fire of
scrap wood and charcoal. When this has
burnt to glowing embers, father shovels it
up and puts it down the chimney.

We leave the chimney open for 3 to 4
hours to make sure that the wood is
alight, and then we cover over the
chimney and the bottom with turf. We
make some small holes below the
chimney and then lower still to draw the
fire outwards. Each time we make new
holes we cover the higher old ones. At
first the smoke is white as the water burns
out of the wood, and then it turns yellow
as the tar burns from the wood. Father
disagrees, but we all say he is turning
yellow on his belly from the smoke when
he works without his shirt on! I suppose I
will turn yellow too one day soon! Finally

the smoke turns a hazy blue colour, as the
wood becomes charcoal.
As the kiln burns it sinks down and we
repair the holes and cracks, because if too
much air gets inside it will burn away
completely. We have to keep a close eye
on the kiln until it is ready because if it
becomes a bonfire then all of our hard
work is undone and we get no money. We
have a special stool with one leg, so if we
nod off in the night we fall off and wake
up. I’ve done that lots of times, it’s hard to
stay awake for so long!

By the end, the mound is much smaller.
We remove small areas of earth and pour
into each hole two or three buckets of

water. Then we cover the whole kiln in
more earth to stop the air getting inside,
this puts out the fire. After putting the
water in, the kiln should be left to cool for
a whole day, before it is opened up and
the charcoal is raked out. Finally the
charcoal is shovelled into bags and taken
to the furnace to sell to the local
Ironmaster.

You may think the life of a charcoal burner
is very tough, and you would be right. It is
hard work and can be very lonely at times.
But I don’t really know any different and I
enjoy knowing and understanding every
part of the woodland world around me. It
is much better than working at the
furnace where it is loud and really hot!

(Activity and text adapted from a Woodland Trust Worksheet www.woodlandtrust.org.uk; images
from charcoal.seandailaiocht.com)

ACTIVITY 4: TREE TIMES TABLES
Activity Type: Maths/Problem Solving
Time length: 10 minutes
What materials will they need?
Activity sheet and pencils (as many as are required)
What to do?
Pose the following question to the group: Did you know that approximately 5 tonnes of wood is
required to produce 1 tonne of charcoal and that approximately 2 tonnes of charcoal is required to
produce 1 tonne of iron?
Then give the group the Activity Sheet and present the following challenge:
How many tonnes of wood are required to produce 7 tonnes of iron? (Answer is 70 tonnes of wood!)

Variations on a Theme



You may wish to change the amount or make more complicated or easier
for older and younger members of the group
Suggest that drawing out the trees on the Activity Sheet might help them
figure out the answer, which in the above scenario is 70 tonnes of wood.

If

5 tonnes of wood makes 1 tonne of charcoal & 2 tonnes of charcoal makes 1 tonne of iron

How many tonnes of wood are needed to create _____ tonnes of iron?

ACTIVITY 5: THE CHARCOAL HEARTH/KILN
Activity Type: Reconstruction Drawing
Time length: 35 minutes
What materials will they need?





Worksheets (1 per small group should suffice)
Drawing paper
Pencils
Optional- Charcoal pencils/charcoal sticks (NB this could get messy!)

By now the group should have a good idea about what a charcoal kiln is- to check if they have been
paying attention ask them to draw what they think one looked like- they can use The Young Yellow
Belly story to help.

Variations on a Theme



Get the older members of the group or the more talented artists to use charcoal pencils or
sticks to produce their masterpiece
Ask the older members of the group to produce reconstruction drawings of the different
stages of building a charcoal hearth (See below for the building process)
1. Suitable lengths of wood are cut and built up to form a triangular central flue
2. Once the flue is high enough pieces of wood are laid vertically around the sides
3. Lay further pieces of wood vertically around this to create a circular shape. When this
is wide enough the roof pieces are laid – remember to leave an opening for the flue
4. To exclude the air cover the kiln with leaf litter, bracken and then cover with a dusting
of earth- now you are ready to light the kiln

Session 2:
Timber- THE ROOTS OF EARLY INDUSTRY

The purpose of this session is to introduce the group to timber as a material which was used
extensively by historic industries, particularly as structural elements in their buildings and in their
transport infrastructure in the form of railways, bridges and ships.

ACTIVITY 1: THE STRANGE RAILWAY IN THE WOODS
Activity Type: Game
Time length: 45 minutes to an hour
Start the session by asking the group to sit in a circle on the floor. Ask the group some broad
questions such as:







Have you ever been to the woods?
What did you see there?
What is timber?
What is a railway?
What is industry?
What are the different types of industry?

Then introduce the game. Start by saying that one of the key uses of timber by historic industries
was for the railways that they constructed in order to move the often very heavy raw materials and
finished products that they were producing. Before the development of iron rails in the mid 18th
century rails in Britain were made from timber.
The Strange Railway in the Woods is a group problem solving and communication game which can
be carried out both indoors and outside, perhaps even in a woodland. The purpose of the game is to
introduce industrial features that you might find in woodland and to show that the original railways
(or waggonways as they were called), which were made from timber and not iron, often had to
negotiate wooded areas. The activity will also challenge the group’s project management and
decision making abilities and should be lots of fun. The information cards encountered en route
should be of use in the subsequent quiz.
What materials will you need?



A relatively large flat space with no obstacles (indoor or outdoor)
Lengths of half round guttering/pipe (76mm diameter should be fine- usually sold in 2m or
4m lengths and can be cut to preferred size (1m lengths are ideal) with a hacksaw-










remember to sand the edges if cutting). Ideally 1 section per child per attempt- so if you
have 10 kids divide them into two teams- you will only need 5 sections of pipe
Ball (A golf ball/ squash ball/ table tennis ball should suffice depending on the diameter of
the pipe)
‘Obstacles’ such as masking tape, chairs, blank A3 sheets or larger, boxes/containers
Colouring pencils
Blue tack/sellotape
Labels for your industrial ‘features’ (A4 paper should suffice)
Logs, branches, leaves (real or you could ask the YACs to make some at home)
Printed clue cards- enough for each team
Stopwatch- most smartphones have them built in

Stop and Think!




If you plan to run this activity outside please make sure that the
area is nice and flat and doesn’t have any hidden dangers such
as rabbit holes or ant nests. Also make sure that the activity
won’t destroy or damage any habitats, flowers or fungi
Discourage running during this activity by penalizing it by
making the team return to the start

What to do…
1. Get older members of the group/branch assistants to collaborate to draw a quick sketch
map of a woodland and populate it with industrial features and buildings such as mills,
railways, viaducts, canals, furnaces (see the included example) - alternatively simply ask
them to use the example or to save time use the included example and layout the woods on
the ground- as below- in advance of the session
2. Recreate this map as best as possible on the floor/ground using the obstacles above, for
example a row of chairs could be a viaduct, a circle of masking tape could be a mill, a
wooden railway track/canal could be drawn on large sheets of paper or marked out in
masking tape, boxes/containers could represent a building such as a furnace or lime kiln
3. Create labels for the features in advance-stick these on to them with blue tack/sellotape
4. Choose a start and finish point (mark with distinctive boxes or containers)
5. Use logs, branches and leaves (real or otherwise) to create the woodland
6. Depending on how much piping you have (ideally 1 section per child per attempt) divide the
group into project teams
7. Give each team 5 minutes to plan how they will efficiently navigate the woodland and
industrial features and buildings (they must stop at each) with their railway (i.e. the
guttering/pipes) including using the viaduct to get from start to finish

8. Each group must begin at the start (remember only one team at a time), and are told when
to go by the Branch Assistant operating the stopwatch. The team must try to move their
‘train’ i.e. the ball along their railway i.e. the pipes without dropping it. They are not allowed
to touch the ‘train’ with their hands or to drop it. If they do they must return to the start and
start again. If anybody is caught running the whole team must return to the start and start
again
9. Each group should pause to pick up an information card at each industrial feature which will
help them with the quiz which is the next activity
10. The team that negotiates the train to the finish line quickest wins
Clue cards
Clue Card 1: Early Railways
Ancient civilisations realised that wheeled vehicles ran more
efficiently and needed less maintenance if they were guided
using grooves cut into stone blocks of roads. Evidence of these
first ‘rail lines’ were used to guide chariots and wagons of the
Greek and Roman Empires which can be seen at archaeological
sites in Greece and Italy.

As far as is known, the first railway appeared in the 15th century AD in the mountains of Slovakia. Iron
miners made a ‘track’ with slender, straight tree trunks over which they ran wagons with broad grooved
timber wheels. A Slovakian altar painting dating from 1513 AD includes miners pushing wagons.
Eventually the use of man or horse-hauled rail wagons in mines spread across Europe.

Clue Card 2: Rail Comes to Britain
The earliest railway, known as waggonway, in Britain was laid out in
the 17th century AD. This 3.2km line was constructed in Wollaton near
Nottingham to carry coal from a mine. By the 18th century AD, horses
were used to pull iron wheeled wagons and carts along wooden rails.
Unlike today the sleepers weren’t wooden, most rail was laid on stone
blocks. Eventually wooden sleepers laid at right angles to the tracks
became commonplace.

Clue Card 3: Wood and the Railways
Wood played such an important part in the history of the
railways. Rails, wheels, sleepers, wagons, carriages were all at
some point made from wood. Even today sleepers are still made
of wood.
Iron rails were first made by the Coalbrookdale Company in
Shropshire in the mid 18th century AD and in the early 19th
Century AD the steam engine was developed. By the start of the
19th century AD over 1500 miles of railway had been laid out in
Britain. Between 1830AD and 1850AD some 6000 miles of public
railway were constructed in Britain in a period which became
known as the Age of Railway Mania.

Clue Card 4: Isambard Kingdom Brunel
Brunel is one of the most important engineers in history. He was born
in 1806 and was responsible for the Thames Tunnel aged just 20 years
old! He constructed the Clifton Suspension Bridge in 1831 and worked
on the Great Western Railway from the 1840s. He engineered tunnels,
bridges, viaducts and laid out over 1200 miles of railway.

Clue Card 5: Viaducts
A viaduct is a long bridge carrying a road or railway across a valley. These were usually built using timber
or brick. The Causey Arch in County Durham, which when it was built in 1727AD was the world’s first
railway viaduct, remarkably still stands today.

ACTIVITY 2: KEEP ON TRACK!
Activity Type: Quiz
Time length: 15 minutes
What materials will you need?




Question Sheets (amount as required- 1 per team)
Pencils- 1 per team
Stopwatch

Here are 10 questions to test if people were paying attention during ‘The Strange Railway in the
Woods’. The information cards may be consulted, and the team who finishes quickest wins, although
30 seconds will be added to their time for every wrong answer.
What to do…
1. Ask for a volunteer quiz master amongst the older group members and/or branch assistants
2. Ask the group to stay in the teams that they were in during ‘The Strange Railway in the
Woods’.
3. Give each team a copy of the question sheet (see below)

Keep on Track! Questions
1. Choose a team name- based on the theme ‘the railways’ ......................................

2. What material were the first ‘rails’ made from.........................................................

3. What powered/moved the ‘trains’ before the invention of steam power?
...................................................................................................................................

4. In which century did the railways come to Britain?..................................................

5. What material were these ‘rails’ made from?..........................................................

6. What is a viaduct?.....................................................................................................

7. Who was Brunel and name one of his famous
projects?...........................................................

8. What is the period between 1830 and 1850 often known as?.................................
9. How many miles of railway were constructed in Britain before the start of the 19th
century?
...................................................................................................................

10. Form your team into the shape of a train and make train noises!

Keep on Track! Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Whatever the team decides!- bonus point for the most inventive!
Stone
Humans and horses
17th century AD
Wood
A viaduct is a long bridge carrying a road or railway across a valley.
Brunel is one of the most important engineers in history. He is famous for the Thames Tunnel,
the Clifton Suspension Bridge and the Great Western Railway
8. The Age of Railway Mania
9. 1500 Miles
10. Choo Choo!!!

ACTIVITY 3: FULL STEAM AHEAD
Timber was an important building material used in many industrial buildings and structures. These
puzzles will help provide an introduction to some of the various types of industrial buildings and
structures that you might encounter.
Time length: 20 minutes
What materials will you need?


Print out as many puzzles as required- these can be shared between two if necessary

What to do…
1. Give copies of the wordsearch to the younger kids
2. Give copies of the crossword to the older kids

Word search- Industrial Structures
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brickworks (factory where bricks are made)
canal (man-made rivers used for moving materials and products on boats called barges)
factory (a building where products are made)
furnace (a building where iron is produced)
limekiln (a building in which limestone is burnt to produce lime for fertiliser or for mortar
mill (a building containing machines used to manufacture products such as flour or textiles)
mine (a hole dug in the ground to remove minerals and metals such as coal and gold)
ship (a large boat used to transport people and materials by sea)
station (a place where trains stop on a railway line)
viaduct (a long bridge carrying a road or railway across a valley)
waggonway (an early wooden railway where horse-drawn waggons were used)
warehouse (a building used to store goods)

Crossword- Industrial Structures

ACROSS
2 a large boat used to transport people and materials by
sea
3 a long bridge carrying a road or railway across a valley
8 a building in which limestone is burnt to produce lime for
fertiliser or for mortar
9 an early wooden railway where horse-drawn waggons
were used
11 a building used to store goods
DOWN
1 a building containing machines used to manufacture
products such as flour or textiles
2 a place where trains stop on a railway line
4 factory where bricks are made
5 a hole dug in the ground to remove minerals and metals
such as coal and gold
6 a building where products are made
7 a building where iron is produced
10 man-made rivers used for moving materials and products
on boats called barges

ACTIVITY 4: CAN WE BUILD IT? YES WE CAN!
Did you know that the Iron Bridge in Shropshire, which was built in 1779, was the first bridge ever to
be made out of iron? Before this, bridges, including viaducts and aqueducts, were mainly built using
stone or timber or a combination of both. In fact, the Iron Bridge was put together using the same
jointing techniques that a carpenter would have used for a wooden bridge as rivets or welding
hadn’t even been invented!
Timber is a very strong and flexible building material, and was used in a wide variety of ways
including for bridges, roofs and ships until it was eventually replaced by iron and then steel.
This activity will test the group’s project management, design, teamwork and construction abilities
of the group and demonstrate the strength and flexibility of timber (should you attempt the A Bridge
Too Far extension activity) as a structural building material.
Activity Type: Experimental and Craft
Time length: 45 minutes to an hour
What materials will you need?






A selection of ‘building’ materials such as ice lolly sticks, cardboard, drinking straws, pasta,
string, sellotape, toilet/kitchen roll inners, Lego, blue tac, elastic bands, scissors
Ruler
Toy train
Paper and pencils
Printed images of famous bridges, viaducts or aqueducts, e.g. The Iron Bridge, The Golden
Gate Bridge, The Forth Rail Bridge, the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct

What to do…
Divide the group into teams of no more than 5. Tell them that they have been tasked with building a
bridge out of the materials provided. Challenge each team to construct a bridge to span a set
distance- for example 50cm- which needs to include a flat space to allow a toy train to run along.
1. Give each team the same set collection of materials- Leaders’ choice of what to use
2. Provide inspiration by finding some pictures of famous bridges online and printing them out
for the groups to look at
3. Remind them that they have to ensure that their bridge needs to have a flat surface to run
the toy train along
4. Give a set amount of time that the team need to design and construct their bridge
5. Test the effectiveness of their bridge by suspending between two chairs and running a toy
train across the bridge

A Bridge too Far?
If you’ve got some ace builders in your group you could challenge them to build the bridge to
beat
What materials will you need?








Craft/ ice lolly sticks-lots
Craft glue gun (to be used only by Branch Leaders/Assistants)
Large sheets of paper to protect table surfaces
Sheet of cardboard
Scissors
Colouring pencils
Toy train

What to do…
Pick a construction squad of no more than 5. Tell them that they have been tasked with building
a bridge out of the materials provided. They may wish to use instructions and drawing below to
help them.
1. Lay 5 sticks end-to-end to create one of the bottom rails of the bridge. Glue 1 stick
centred over each gap between the sticks to add stability- 4 in total. Repeat this step to
create a second bottom rail
2. Lay 4 sticks end-to-end to create one of the top rails of the bridge. Glue sticks centred
over the gaps as you did for the bottom rail- 3 in total this time. Repeat this step to
create a second top rail
3. Glue 3 sticks at their ends to form one triangle. Repeat this step until you have made 8
triangles
4. Glue 4 of the triangles at their bases, side by side to the inside of one of the bottom
rails- make sure that the triangles are centred on the bottom rail before you glue them
down. Repeat this step with the remaining 4 triangles and second bottom rail
5. Glue one of the top rails to the tops of the triangles attached to one of the bottom railsmake sure that the triangles are centred on the top rail before gluing them down.
Repeat this step with the second top rail and other side of the bridge
6. Stand the two sides of the bridge up so that they are parallel to one another. Glue 8
sticks flat across the top of the base of the bridge- these should be parallel to each
other and perpendicular to the bottom rail
7. Glue 7 sticks flat across the top of the top rails of the bridge- these should be parallel to
each other and perpendicular to the top rails
8. Cut a piece of cardboard just large enough to cover the bottom of the bridge. Draw
some rails and sleepers on this for effect. Lay it inside of the bridge across the bottom
creating a surface for a toy train to chug along over
9. Suspend your bridge between 2 chairs or tables to create a viaduct

The Bridge to Beat

Variations on a Theme:





Ask the older kids to design their own blueprints for a bridge/viaduct and
then build them using the above materials
Introduce an element of budgeting to the process by giving each team a
notional budget to complete the construction of the bridge. For example
the budget could be £100 and each ice lolly stick costs £2, whilst each
glue stick costs £10 (alternatively if using other materials attribute costs
to these). The team that completes the challenge most efficiently wins
Test the strength of each of the bridges by tying an empty paint can
around it and adding a weight, for example, measured quantities of sand
or pebbles in increments

